Scientific image exhibition and competition

All participants at the conference are encouraged to join the scientific image exhibition and competition. The image competition gives you a unique opportunity to present your work in a new format, as it is only your own creativity setting the limits. Your contribution can be artsy or realistic, colourful or black-and-white, at system- or nano-level. We encourage participants from all corners of biotechnology to contribute, as the diversity will only make it more interesting. The images will be exhibited throughout the conference, and the winner is selected through a vote among all participants.

The prize for best scientific image is NOK 5000.

Requirements and instructions

- High resolution, allowing for a 50x50 cm² print
- Max file size: 10 MB
- Square shape
- jpg or png format

Please prepare a brief caption with the following information:

- Name and main affiliation
- Image title (scientific, aesthetic, humorous, serious etc.)
- What the image shows, and usefulness/novelty (optional)
- Brief technical data: technology/instrumentation/technique

Deadline: 13 April 2020

Submit your image here

If there is a high amount of images submitted to the competition, the research school may choose to exhibit only a subsection. As time limits will be short, you may not expect a written evaluation on why your image was chosen or rejected. The images will be selected by the research school on the basis of scientific content, aesthetic value, photo/print quality and variation in terms of modalities.

Please note that when you submit your image for this competition, you simultaneously grant Digital Life Norway Research School the right to use the image for hand-outs, brochures, posters, webpages and so forth. Whenever practically possible, we will give credit in a byline. We will not use your images for any commercial purposes, or transfer them to a third party. You may at any time withdraw the research school’s right to use your image.